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a software update may be available for
your iphone. the iphone is a smart device
with many useful features. send and
receive mail, texts, contacts, messages,
and use social networks. using a wi-fi
network, you can browse the internet,
download apps, listen to music, and
more. moreover, you can create, edit,
and view documents, spreadsheets,
presentations, text, and videos. to do this,
the iphone connects to your computer via
usb. it is the main function of the iphone
to allow us to do all these things easily. it
is a hand-held computer that gives you
access to websites, your e-mail, photos,
contact lists, and other information. by
connecting the iphone to your computer
via the usb port and using the software,
you can also control the iphone. the
iphone 8 uses 4gb of ram and features a
12mp main camera with an f/2.4 lens and
dual-tone led flash. the dual-camera
system of the iphone 8 utilizes a 12mp
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wide-angle lens and a 7mp depth-sensing
lens, which can both be used to take
photos of the same area. this dual-
camera system allows you to take photos
of a scene using the two cameras
simultaneously. the iphone 8 also has a
new live photo mode, which allows the
user to take a still photo and then add a
timer, a flashlight, or a burst of audio to it
for a photo with additional context. not all
of the cases fit in the same way, with
different halves extending in different
directions. most required two hands to
install, which is somewhat inconvenient.
but some were super easy to get on, like
the waterfall and twinkle. others were
more awkward to put on because of the
way the pieces were attached. and even
if there wasnt a bulky lip on the case to
obstruct your fingers, the edges of the
cases themselves have sharp corners that
can scrape your fingers if youre not
careful. make sure to cover up the
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exposed edges of the iphone x as much
as possible, and stop the cases from
touching any small parts of the phone.
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however, before you go out and buy one,
you should know a few things about this
case that can potentially lead to trouble.
firstly, the case isnt completely wireless,
as you have to put the iphone in the case
before it and take it out again. this step

can get tedious if you frequently use your
phone to make calls, but if youre careful

you can avoid scratching the case by
gently laying the iphone on a case with a
similar shape as the one you have. the
shop, billed by apple as apple care for

design, includes a set of plans for almost
every popular iphone and ipad including

the iphone 7 and iphone x. you can take a
look at 20,000 designs on a mobile app to
start creating your own plan, or use the

home, kitchen, bathroom, and living room
plans created by apple designers. after
you find a design that you like, you just
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go to your local apple authorized reseller
to have it created. the cost of the plan

starts at $35 for iphone 7 and increases
to $75 for the iphone x. the gadget is
known as a double-d glass, which is

produced by the top toughened glass
shipper in the world, libeco, and the

russian glass producer evian. this glass
also is known as safety glass for its ability
to shatter into minute, harmless pieces if

it breaks. safety glass can be far more
expensive than tempered glass, as libeco
states that its its closer to producing clear

safety glass than it is to producing
tempered glass. safety glass is also very

scratch-resistant and can even turn a chip
into a flaw, making it difficult for anyone
from your family to see. this glass looks

good too, due to its deeper color
compared to regular glass. the darker
color blend better with the color of the
iphone. the clear edges allow light to

come through, keeping your hands cool.
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